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Abstract—Linear Wireless Sensor Networks (LWSN) are a sub-case of Wireless Sensor Networks where nodes are roughly located through multiple lines. They can be used to monitor many real-life infrastructure –e.g. roads, pipelines– or natural entities such as rivers. Classical network solutions are mostly inefficient on LWSN because these topologies –a tree with very long branches– are often a worst-case scenario of many protocols. Therefore few specific protocols have been designed for LWSN. But most of them require manual configuration of the nodes and are static. Real-life conditions require the network to adapt to changing situations –addition of new nodes or sets of nodes, node destruction– or to solve problems of data congestion.

We propose a new network protocol called Dynamic Discoproto covering the setting up of the logical topology, address distribution without spoilage, dynamic addition of nodes or branches, and even dynamic addition of new data sinks. All these operations happen without human interaction or knowledge of the topology. Our proposition keeps the benefits of a mainly hierarchical routing without paying the price of address spoilage which can be the aftermath of mainly linear topologies.

We evaluate our Dynamic Discoproto protocol for LWSN using Castalia simulator and demonstrate that it resolves the problem of orphan nodes during network setup and also has good performance for dynamic and large LWSN. Eventually, simulation results demonstrate that our proposition adapts to multi-Sink deployment and improves data packet delivery ratio and data packet latency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Linear Wireless Sensor Networks (LWSN) [1], [2], [3], [4] are built by deploying nodes in several portions of lines to monitor applications such as river, pipeline, railways [5], bridge structure [6]. LWSN physical topologies are characterized by a low number of neighbors for each node and high distance from the sink. Each node has to be used not only as a sensor but also as a relay. The logical topology is a peculiar and highly unbalanced tree, with high depth, small average number of children per node, a majority of nodes with only a single child. Linear topologies are the worst cases for hierarchical networks (spoilage) and for stochastic distribution (time for reparation). Therefore, a direct transposition of classical protocols on LWSN is not efficient.

[4] proposes a mechanism called DiscoProto well-suited for network formation, addressing, routing in Linear Wireless Sensor Networks. It allows automatic construction of the network and avoids address spoilage. But it has two main drawbacks: it relies on a single sink and does not allow dynamic addition or destruction of nodes to the network. LWSN are specially sensitive to end-to-end delay and congestion because they have very few paths that lead to the sink. The obvious solution is to dynamically add new sinks when high congestion or long paths are detected. Adding new sinks is not compatible with the hierarchical addressing used in Discoproto.

Moreover, all the structures which can be monitored are subject to change: a new road may be built on a monitored infrastructure, a tributary of a monitored river may be detected as carrying pollution and also equipped with wireless sensors. A LWSN protocol has to be able to welcome not only single nodes, but also whole sets of nodes. Hierarchical addressing allows efficient routing but addition in an unbalanced tree often leads to network reconstruction or orphan nodes. We introduce Dynamic Discoproto protocol to dynamically add not only several sparse nodes or whole branches of nodes to an already deployed network but also secondary sinks to ease data collection. Dynamic Discoproto ensures reliability of LWSN (mostly Linear Wireless Sensors Network) in harsh environments and preserves the coherency of existing hierarchical addressing and the benefits of hierarchical routing.

Routing in the original DiscoProto is hierarchical and does not directly allow multisink. We therefore propose with Dynamic Discoproto a mechanism for sink selection based on distance. When a sink is selected, routing will use the mainly hierarchical routing tables. Multiple sinks allow Dynamic Discoproto to balance the network traffic, to reduce data congestion and end-to-end delay, and packet loss.

The paper is organized as follows. DiscoProto protocol and related works in addressing mechanism and Multi-Sink routing in WSN are presented in section II. In section III, we introduce a dynamic version of DiscoProto named Dynamic Discoproto. In section IV, we describe a multi-sink selection mechanism for Dynamic Discoproto. The simulation and performance evaluation of our proposition are presented in section V. Section VI concludes the paper and presents possible extensions of our work.

II. STATE OF THE ART

A. Automatic Discovery of Topology and Addressing for Linear WSN

In [4], the authors propose a discovery and network formation protocol called DiscoProto, well suited for LWSN where...
nodes are deployed in several portions of lines. DiscoProto generates a logical topology similar to a physical topology deployed without knowledge of network parameters: maximum depth, maximum number of children by node, position of the node. DiscoProto also attributes addresses so that hierarchical routing is possible but without wasting address space. Based on the objective value in Equation 1, it constructs connected LWSN closeness to the physical topology.

\[
\text{offer}(c, u) = \alpha \times \text{Common}(c, u) - \text{Sons}(c) - \beta \times \text{SumNeighbors}(c, u) \tag{1}
\]

with \(\alpha = 10\) and \(\beta = \frac{1}{1000}\).

After a network setup, DiscoProto allows a hierarchical address distribution based on the exact number of connected nodes in the linear WSN. The PAN coordinator computes and propagates an appropriate address block, based on Equation (2), to its son nodes using a PropaAddr message.

\[
\text{addrBlockend} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Size}(i) \times (F\text{skip} + 1) \tag{2}
\]

Each connected node receiving an address block \([a, b]\), keeps \(a\) as its own address. Then, it keeps address block \([a+1, a+F\text{skip}]\) as available addresses for future associations and the remaining interval \([a+F\text{skip}+1, b]\) is divided between its sons proportionally to the size of their subtree. \(F\text{skip}\) is the coefficient of address availability.

To ensure efficient hierarchical routing without exchanging control routing messages, nodes forwarding an PropaAddr add a new entry in their routing tables. DiscoProto offers mechanism for dynamic node removal but not for dynamic node addition: a network has to be rebuilt. Moreover, it assumes that only one sink exists and plays the role of coordinator of the network.

B. Distributed Borrowing Addressing Scheme for ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 Wireless Sensor Networks

In [7], authors propose a Distributed Borrowing Addressing (DIBA) mechanism to solve association failure in distributed address assignment mechanism used in ZigBee. All router nodes in this network broadcast beacon frames including the Available Address Count (AAC), which is the number of children that the routers can add. A new node joining the network chooses the parent node which has the biggest AAC. However, if the parent node has no available address or if its tree depth is \(Lm\), it uses address borrowing mechanism to obtain an address for these new nodes. When a parent node receives an Association Request from new node and has reached the limit of \(Clm\), it broadcasts an Address Borrowing Request to borrow addresses from its neighbor nodes. Some of them respond with an Address Borrowing Response including Available Address (AA) and AAC. A node that sends a request chooses an AAs with biggest AAC. If multiple nodes with same AAC are found, \(P\) selects a node with the highest AA. The neighbor node \(LN\) (Lender Node) that has received a request message calculates by the following function (see Equation (3)) an appropriate AA to lend, where \(num_{BA}\) is the number of address borrowed.

\[
\text{AA} = \text{Addr}_{LN} + (Rm - \text{num}_{BA}) \times C\text{skip}(d) + 1 \tag{3}
\]

If an incoming node receives an available address for lending (called \(AAL\)) of another node, it reserves also the address block \([AAL, AAL + C\text{skip}(d) - 1]\).

C. Address Assignment and Routing Schemes for ZigBee-Based Long-Thin WSN

In [8], the authors consider a special case of ZigBee cluster-tree where each cluster is composed of nodes deployed on line segment. Each cluster is delimited by a cluster head and a cluster bridge. For the node address assignment, the authors divide the 16-bit network address in two parts: \(16 - m\) bits for the Cluster ID (CID) and \(m\) bits for Node ID (NID). After the manual planning of logical network where each cluster in a physical network is represented by a node in a logical topology, authors attribute CID to each cluster according to the Equation in 4. After a CID assignment, cluster heads incrementally assign NID to each node in a cluster by initial by setting its NID to 0.

\[
\text{CID}_{\text{Child}} = \text{CID}_{\text{Parent}} + (n - 1) \times C\text{skip}(d) + 1, \quad \text{if } Clm > = 2 \\
\text{where } C\text{skip}(d) = \frac{1 - C\text{sum}^{CLm - d}}{1 - C\text{sum}^{CLm}} \tag{4}
\]

This approach suffers the same limitations as DAAM: The maximum number of clusters that can be addressed is \(2^m\) and the maximum addressable node is \(2^{16-m}\). In addition the network depth \(CLm\) is limited by a chosen parameter \(m\). Finally, the head and bridge of each cluster have to be manually selected during the network deployment. Therefore, human intervention is also necessary to elect another node as cluster-head or bridge when one of these nodes fails. This manual selection method of cluster-head or new bridge causes a network partitioning. In fact, all traffic of clusters is routed by a cluster-head to bridge node of its parent cluster.

D. Multi-Sink routing protocols in WSNs

Several protocols are proposed for multi-sink routing in WSNs to solve problems like network overload or energy exhaustion. They aim to maximize network lifetime by saving energy of network nodes and to minimize number of transmissions and packet failures. To construct the path from the node to the sink, most of these protocols [9], [10], [11], [12] use different metrics such as hop count, hop downstream neighbors, energy consumption level, neighbor buffer capacity, end-to-end energy level.

In [11], authors propose a generic energy-Balancing gradient-based routing protocol (GB-GBR) where each node constructs different gradients of multiple sinks based on the remaining average energy (\(\text{AvgRE}_k\)) of the path, the estimate energy consumption (\(\Delta \text{En}_k\)) on the node and the number of hops (\(\text{Nhops}_k\)). Each node forwards data packet to the sink on the path with the biggest gradient.
In [12], authors propose another gradient-based protocol called GLOBAL (Gradient-based routing protocol for LOad- BALancing), using a flooding-based gradient algorithm to construct gradient for each node and provide an optimal path to forward data to a sink based on cumulative residual energy depletion rate (REDR) which represents a measure of the traffic load on a sensor node. In GLOBAL the construction of the gradient is based on the broadcast of an advertisement message ADV containing:

1) Number of hops;
2) Sum of REDR of nodes traversed by the ADV;
3) Maximum REDR value among REDR values of nodes traversed by the ADV

The drawback of these protocols is that they are based on average or sums of given costs on the path from the node to the sink to select the best route. This approach does not allow detecting weak nodes, exhausted nodes or overloaded links because they are based on flooding approach to construct gradient. In Linear environment, each node has one or two neighbors in the upstream to the sink and the same downstream. The Broadcast of routing advertisements increases overload and is not well suited for Linear WSNs: there is no need to flood the whole network as nodes in a subtree cannot be used to reach the sink. On the other hand, the choice of best link to the sink at every hop proposed in [11], [12], can generate infinite loops in linear WSNs and increase the packet loss rate and the energy exhaustion of nodes in the loop.

III. DYNAMIC DISCO Proto

After a network setup, Dynamic Disco Proto allows new spare nodes (new sink nodes or network nodes ) or new whole branches (set of nodes physically organized in roughly linear shape) to join an existing formed linear WSN where all connected nodes have their own address block. Dynamic Disco Proto can be described by the following mechanisms.

A. Network Join Procedure

To join the network, new nodes start to broadcast HELLO messages. Connected nodes in a neighborhood answer with another HELLO messages. HELLO messages contain neighborhood information and are used to update table of neighbors. After the HELLO period, connected nodes select a node with best Offer (association link cost), similarly to the original mechanism described in [4]. At the end of the Son Collection step, connected nodes start the address distribution phase based on size of new child nodes:

1) If the node with address a has enough available addresses (i.e. numNewSon ≤ Fskip) then it attributes the address a + nbrNewSon to the Propa-Sons message sender node where nbrNewSon is the number of new connected sons after the network setup.

2) Otherwise, the node performs an address block reallocation step in the following section III-B.

Figure 1 shows an example of join procedure where a branch of four nodes is added to an existing network. In Figure 1a, new nodes and connected nodes in their neighborhood exchange HELLO message in order to update their neighbor table. After this discovery phase, only connected nodes 3 and 18 that receive HELLO messages, start a collection son process (see Figure 1b).

B. Addresses block reallocation and influence on routing

When a node needs more available addresses than the spare ones, it requests a block of addresses from the coordinator node (the sink in the case of a unique-sink network) whose size is proportional to the number of new nodes (see Section II-A). This allocation of spare address block will reduce the number of future address reallocation.

Address exhaustion can be caused by any of the following conditions:

- Connected nodes have distributed all available addresses to new nodes or branches (example figure 2b: Node 9 has given 2 spare addresses to 10 and 11 and requests new addresses),
- Connected nodes have not enough available addresses for new branches that need to join a network.
A connected father node needing addresses to distribute sends an AddressRequest message to the coordinator including nbrNewSon + 1. The coordinator computes a new address block \([oldEndBlock + 1, oldEndBlock + Fskip \times (nbrNewSon + 1) + 1]\) and answers with AddressResponse message.

Figure 2 shows an example of new address block reallocation when two spare nodes are associated with node 9.

When the requester node 9 receives a new address block \([27, 32]\) from the coordinator (Figure 2c), it keeps address block \([27, 28]\) as free addresses for future associations and remaining address blocks are dispatched between their newly added sons proportionally to their subtree size using PropaAddr (Figure 2d).

In Figure 1, we show another example address block reallocation for a new branch of four nodes. When node 3 receives the size of new branch 4, it sends an address request to the PAN coordinator which answers by an Address Response containing the block \([33, 44]\).

In order to maintain hierarchical routing, nodes forwarding an AddressResponse add a new entry in their routing tables. This entry contains startBlock, endBlock and the destination node of the AddressResponse (see Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>startBlock</th>
<th>endBlock</th>
<th>addrNode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Routing table of node 6 in Figure 2d

IV. MULTI SINK ROUTING IN LWSNs

Multi Sink Routing Protocol is an adaptation of hierarchical routing protocol described in II-A. We assume that all the nodes in the network have a parent node and a unique hierarchical address.

A. Path construction

After a network setup, each sink node sends a sink advertisement message (SADVERT) to its sons nodes which propagate it (see Figure 3). A SADVERT from a sink should not be forwarded by another sink so flooding the whole network is avoided.

Figure 3: SADVERT propagation on Network with two sinks

Each node receives at least a SADVERT message from a sink (either from the main sink (PAN coordinator) or from another sink only separated by nodes). SADVERT contains the sink address, a hopCount and nextHop fields. A node forwarding a SADVERT increments hopCount and stores its address in SADVERT Table (see Table II). When a node receives a SADVERT, if the source address of SADVERT does not exist in a SADVERT table, it stores the address of sink, the address of next hop node, and the hop count. Otherwise, the node updates values if hop count of received SADVERT is smaller than the current in the table.

Periodically the node chooses the sink with the smallest hop count as current sink and the data transmission can be sent to the current sink. When a node receives data messages, it forwards it according to the next hop node for the current sink.
B. Route Maintenance

During a network lifetime, sink nodes periodically send an SADVERT through the network. We add a time stamp field to different entries in a SADVERT table (See Table II). Thus, a node that does not receive SADVERT during expire time can not update the sink entry in the SADVERT table and deletes the entry.

Table II: SADVERT table with expire time of node 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sinkAddr</th>
<th>nextHop</th>
<th>hopCount</th>
<th>ExpireTime (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the sink for deleted entry is the current sink the node automatically chooses the next hop node to the sink with the smallest hop count in the table. If the last sink is deleted from the table, the application layer is notified to stop sending data.

V. Evaluation and Results


In a real implementation, extra sinks could be dynamically added to the network close to congestion points or evenly distributed to solve problems occurring in a wide LWSN. In our simulation, we randomly add the sinks in the network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation duration</td>
<td>7000 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data generation duration</td>
<td>10000 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Protocol</td>
<td>TMAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Layer</td>
<td>802.15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Buffer size</td>
<td>32 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Max Tx retries</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation model</td>
<td>Lognormal Shadowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packet size</td>
<td>60 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate</td>
<td>1, 10,20,40,60 packet per 60 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III: Simulation parameters

A. Evaluation of the cost of addition of new nodes

We study the cost of association of new nodes to an already formed network. The metrics we are studying are not only the association time but also the cost in terms of number of association messages. The efficiency of the association is measured in terms of association success (percentage of successfully associated nodes). We study initial networks of various sizes (100, 200, 300, 400, 500 nodes), submitted to associations of several new branches (5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 new branches). Each new branch is 20 nodes long. Nodes of a new branch start up at random time after the end of initial network formation.

Figure 4 shows that the association delay for new branches does not cost more. We show that the number of new branches does not exponentially affect the association delay for the same network size.

B. Influence of initial network size on association time of new branches

Figure 5 shows that the association delay for new branches is not dependent on the network size.

C. Study of overhead and control message distribution

Figure 6 shows that the number of control messages sent during network building grows up linearly with the increase of branches because each potential node responds to each fatherOffer message diffusing in the neighborhood. Association messages are HELLO, FatherOffer, SonOffer, ChallengerOffer, AssociationAccept.

D. Evaluation of data delivery ratio and latency

To evaluate the impact of multi-sinks approach on network behavior, each node periodically generates data packets during 1000 seconds after initializing its address parameters (network address, current sink node address, and next hop node address). We evaluate data packet delivery ratio and data packet latency in networks of 100 nodes using 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 sinks.

Figures 7 and 8 show that multisink deployment is important in order to decrease the probability of packet failure along the path to the sink. It also reduces the congestion and therefore reduces collisions. This has positive impact on both delivery rate and packet latency.
the sinks, reduces data packet latency and increases data packet delivery ratio. The evaluation of node addition in the Castalia simulator shows that it can be adapted for large Linear WSNs but can cause latency in dense WSNs with many overlapping branches. The implemented routing algorithm supports new addresses bloc reallocation and ensures efficient data routing for entire network.

However, as routing cannot solve all the problems specific to a linear WSN, we plan to focus on two different levels: To reduce congestion, we are working on an aggregation approach. To minimize the probability of collisions and take advantage of the specific structure of linear WSNs, we plan to adapt a fully linear MAC protocol using a token approach to partially linear WSNs.

### E. Impact of data overload

In this scenario, we evaluate the delivery packet ratio by increasing data generation rates in network of 100 nodes using 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 sinks. Data packet delivery rate grows down very quickly with the increased throughput when too few sinks are deployed. Indeed, network overload increases collisions and mac buffer overflows in linear WSNs and generates packet loss. The throughput of a node $i$ depends on the node data rate, and of the data rates of all the nodes using them as a relay. The data rate at the output of any intermediate network node to the sink can increase very quickly.

![Figure 7: Data Packet Delivery Ratio for networks of 100 nodes](image)

![Figure 8: Data Packet Delivery Latency for networks of 100 nodes](image)

![Figure 9: Data Delivery Packet Ratio in network of 100 nodes with various rates](image)

Figure 7 shows that the data packet delivery rate degrades when increasing throughput but this effect can be mitigated by augmenting the number of sinks. The reduction of the average number of hops to the sink can not fully avoid packet loss caused by collisions. That kind of problem can be solved by using a well suited MAC as described in [15].

Evaluations (Figure 7 and 9) show that we obtain a good average data packet delivery ratio (> 85) in network where a ratio $nbsink/nbnodi > 0.10$. In this configuration, networks are close to multiple small cluster networks. When $nbsink/nbnodi < 0.10$, evaluations show an average data packet delivery ratio close to 65%.

### VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a robust discovery, addressing and routing protocol for dynamic linear WSN. This mechanism provides add new spare nodes or branch of nodes and hierarchical routing to multiple-sink. Sink nodes (or whole branches) can be added either at the initialization of the linear network or later with Dynamic DiscoProto to solve network overload or network latency problem. The routing mechanism using a hop count metric provides a load balancing of traffic to the sinks, reduces data packet latency and increases data packet delivery ratio. The evaluation of node addition in the Castalia simulator shows that it can be adapted for large Linear WSNs but can cause latency in dense WSNs with many overlapping branches. The implemented routing algorithm supports new addresses bloc reallocation and ensures efficient data routing for entire network.

However, as routing cannot solve all the problems specific to a linear WSN, we plan to focus on two different levels: To reduce congestion, we are working on an aggregation approach. To minimize the probability of collisions and take advantage of the specific structure of linear WSNs, we plan to adapt a fully linear MAC protocol using a token approach to partially linear WSNs.
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